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ABSTRACT

Lab-on-a-chip technology provides a platform with low Reynolds number and 

high throughput for chemical and biological analysis. Microfluidics is the basis of most 

on chip functions, where the introduction, mixing and sensing of fluids and their 

components is critical. Colloids have been widely used as sensors and with the 

developing interest in microfluidics, it is natural for these two fields to combine. 

Colloids and microfluidic environments have much in common: large surface area to 

volume ratios, small length scales, and governing forces of similar magnitudes. Active 

elements in microfluidic systems are currently limited; however, colloids offer a system 

with easily controlled uniform properties and can be manipulated within a microfluidic 

platform.

We demonstrate utilization of colloidal dielectrophoresis to measure flow rates in 

fabricated microfluidic networks by employing a series of channels with identical cross- 

sections and varying flow rates. Electric field modeling combined with finite element 

fluid modeling (CED) were used to explore the performance of these devices. Finally, 

several device optimization schemes are presented and experimentally investigated.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION

Since the beginning of time we have been fascinated by the world that surrounds 

us and curiosity has driven us to develop an understanding of the physical principles that 

govern this world. As scientific knowledge has grown, we have become more 

sophisticated in our methods of conducting science. With the use of lenses we have 

moved from the science of visually observable phenomenon to exploring the depths of 

the stars and the intricacies of the matter around us. Naturally one central focus of 

science has been the human body and its interactions with the environment. As our 

understanding has developed, medicine has taken amazing steps to preserving the health 

of the human body. Major accomplishments in this process have been the understanding 

of infection and the resulting development of effective drugs. Chemistry and biology are 

the basis of medicine and in the past have been limited to the bench-scale laboratory. We 

are now entering an age when chemical analysis can be performed on the microscale 

providing a platform with great potential.

1.1 Lab-On-A-Chip

Lab-on-a-chip was bom with the development of technology in the 

microelectronics industry. These systems, also referred to as micro-total analysis systems
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(jaTAS), are generally networks of channels in a substrate that allow for parallel testing to 

be completed with high throughput. One sample stream can be divided into hundreds or 

thousands of streams where separate assays can be performed in a short period of time 

providing a very powerful tool. pTAS have many advantages including their small size, 

economical fabrication, small sample volume, and high throughput. Being of small size 

allows many devices to be delivered for applications such as medical testing in third 

world countries where larger laboratory testing facilities may not be economically 

feasible. Another possible application would include devices carried by soldiers to 

monitor releases of chemical and biological weapons. pTAS technology has also been 

considered for implementation within the human body to monitor critical conditions and 

possibly act as a pharmacy, administering medications as required.

1,2 Microfluidics

Microfluidics is an integral part of pTAS, providing the networks where fluids may 

be pumped, mixed, and reacted. Various fabrication methods and materials have been 

utilized in this field, although poly-(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) networks contacted to 

glass are emerging as a common research system. PDMS replicas were first brought 

about by George M. Whitesides at Harvard, whose group termed the replication process 

soft lithography1. The process begins with coating of a UV sensitive pre-polymer 

(photoresist) onto a substrate such as a silicon wafer or glass slide. Coating thickness is 

controlled using a spinner that pulls a vacuum on the substrate and rotates allowing a
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uniform layer of photoresist to be spun over the entire chip. Selective exposure through a 

photomask allows regions to be polymerized, leaving 3-D mesa-like features. PDMS 

monomer and initiator are mixed, poured over the chip and the resulting polymerized 

PDMS mold can be peeled off of the substrate leaving inverted mesas or channels. 

Contacting these molds to another substrate seals the channels.

A unique feature of transporting fluids within these microfluidic networks (p-FN) is 

laminar flow, indicating that viscous forces dominate over inertial. Mixing is generally 

limited to diffusion in the laminar regime, and thus streams can be brought together and 

split apart again and the only mass exchanged between the streams in the process will be 

by diffusion2. This presents a challenge to mix fluids; however, it also provides precise 

control of fluid motion. The flow behavior can be analytically described by the Navier- 

Stokes equation providing a very useful tool in the design of p,FN.

1.3 Sensing in Microfluidics

One fundamental area of development within pTAS is sensing. Clearly the 

conditions within channels need to be monitored and signals relayed in order to actuate 

other components on the chip or give the final result to the user. Sensing can be broken 

into two categories by analytes: physical parameters such as temperature, pressure or 

flow and chemical or biological species detection.

Physical parameters have been sensed in microfluidic geometries using a number of 

novel methods. For example, time-of-flight flow sensors operate on a premise where an
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element (colloid3, or even a bubble4) can be released into a flow stream and detected 

down stream. The time required for these elements to travel downstream is then used to 

determine the average flow rate through the microfluidic channel. For measuring local 

pressure, a PDMS deformable diffraction grating that correlated changes in light 

diffraction to pressure5. To measure local temperatures, microthermocouples have been 

incorporated into new processes6, with improved response times7 and have reached 

measurement on the nano length-scaled

To identify chemical or biological analytes a variety of approaches have been 

used from classical scientific techniques to unique microfluidic applications. Some of the 

classical techniques include fluorescence9"20, chemiluminescence21,22, potentiometry23 25 

and optical spectroscopy techniques26. Sensing specific to microfluidics includes 

hydrogels27"37 that swell in the presence o f an analyte, typically used as a pH sensor, and 

the use of colloids3̂ 42. One application includes colloids ordered within a hydrogel and 

the spacing within the array detected by diffraction provides a more quantitative measure 

of swelling43,44.

The surface chemistry of colloids can be used as the basis of sensors, or as a means 

of controlling anchoring. Channel surfaces may also be conditioned to react with specific 

groups on fluorescent colloids16, or the colloid may first be attached and then bonded with 

fluorescently tagged groups39. These techniques are generally irreversible and these 

devices may be treated after one test, or the spent devices must be disposed.
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One example of a reversible device however is illustrated in Figure 1-1 where 

colloid adhesion to walls is controlled by temperature. As the temperature is raised the 

surface groups on the colloids become hydrophobic resulting in colloidal adhesion to the 

wall. When the analyte is passed through the channel, it reacts with the functional groups 

on the colloids, fixing the analytes to the colloid surface. Fluorescence can then be used 

to measure the quantity of analyte fixed 

on the colloid surface. Finally, by 

lowering temperature, the colloids can 

be released. Most of the techniques 

that utilize colloid surface chemistry 

involve anchoring the colloids, 

depriving their ability to act as 

actuators. We believe however, that 

colloids offer great potential as sensors 

and actuators in p,FN and have not been 

fully exploited in this immature field.

1.4 Properties o f  Colloids

Colloids have many advantages for utilization in pFN due to their size, uniformity, 

and the ease with which their interactions may be controlled. The length scales of 

colloids, similar to our microfluidic systems, form a natural partnership encouraging

1

J&Ltstiti. JSL 

gqp irgggg"

TSr
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Figure 1-1 “Smart bead” chemical sensor: (1) 
“smart beads” or colloids were inserted into 
system (2) temperature was increased causing 
colloid adhesion to walls (3) system flushed 
(4) Analyte introduced (5) Analyte reaction 
with functional groups on colloids (6) 
temperature decreased, releasing colloids39.
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exploration of novel applications. Colloids offer microfluidic systems a component that 

has great availability in a wide variety of sizes, materials and functional surface groups, is 

readily detectable by many methods, has a large surface area to volume ratio and has 

relatively uniform properties useful in the modeling our systems.

The physical presence of a sphere within a pFN offers the largely unexplored 

possibilities of interactive operations such as optical switches, electrical switches, valve 

actuation, fluid pumping and mixing45. Many components of interest within microfluidic 

research, such as cells and DNA fragments are on the same order of magnitude as 

colloids, allowing these spheres to model interactions and forces on the microscale. Due 

to the development of colloid science, today colloids can be purchased “off-the-shelf’ 

with a wide range of sizes, materials, dyes, and surface chemistries. Thus, systems with 

nearly uniform properties can be readily prepared for a specific analyte without having to 

complete rigorous chemistry.

The fundamental property 

of colloids used in our sensor is 

related to the polarizability of the 

polymer, compared to the media 

in which it is dispersed.

Polarizability is a measure of the 

ability of a given material to form

Positive Dielectrophoresis
Field gradient is s tro n g er w here lines converge

Polarization charges are  equal and opposite

Polaffanhto parfcie in an inhomogenaous mlactiical Haiti

Figure 1-2 Schematic demonstrating positive DEP 
of a colloid46.
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an induced dipole when an electric field is applied. The induced charge then interacts 

with a gradient in the electric field causing the colloid to translate toward an electrode in 

a process called dielectrophoresis (DEP). A gradient in the field is critical to the 

translation of particles, because the non-uniformity causes uneven forces to act on the 

colloid resulting in translation. A simple schematic of a colloid under an electric field 

exhibiting DEP is shown in Figure 1-2. Depending on the difference in the polarizability 

between the colloid and the media and the frequency of the electric field, colloids can 

exhibit positive DEP translating towards regions of high field, or negative DEP where 

colloids are pushed to regions of low field. This frequency dependent behavior is utilized 

in our device.

1.5 Demandfor a Flow Sensor

Fluid flow in pJFNs is generally measured by macroscopic methods such as input 

flow rates from a syringe pump or by the use of tracer particles within the streams. 

Syringe pump methods can give reasonable estimates of the overall flow rates; however, 

when trying to estimate local flows in channels, this method has inherent problems. 

Fabrication defects as well as changing conditions within the microfluidic network can 

cause actual flow to deviate from these theoretical estimates. Local measurement 

provides an instant estimate of velocity that is critical in our systems that are often in a 

transient state.
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Tracer colloids provide fairly accurate information about local flow rates, but they 

introduce the complication of taking 

readings from known positions in the flow.

Laminar velocity profiles develop a 

parabolic shape, see Figure 1-3, and to 

estimate the average flow rate through a 

given channel presents a challenge with 

tracer particles. Our sensor confines the 

position of the colloid by trapping it against 

a wall. This allows us to predict the forces 

on the colloid from which we can 

determine the average flow rate in the 

stream.

Local flow rates also give an understanding of the forces acting on bodies within 

the flow. These forces can be very important when considering biological applications 

where stresses can be controlled to imitate natural conditions such as flow through a 

blood vessel. If these stresses vary greatly from natural conditions, the biological species 

may react and their characteristics may change. Monitoring local flow assures conditions 

that are being experienced by the species of interest and provides more information on 

the influence of flow effects.

0 . 0 0 0 0 1

0.000 04

0 . 0 0 0 0 2

•0 . 0 0 0 0 1

0 . 0 0 0 0 2

0 .0000 4

1 .2 5

Figure 1-3 2-D Velocity profile for 100 
pm by 25pm channel cross section.
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1,6 Advantages o f  Utilizing DEP

In the DEP discussion above it was assumed that the dispersed media was 

quiescent; however, when fluid is moving around a colloid, drag forces act in addition to 

the DEP force. Colloids and the DEP properties they possess provide a system that can 

be modeled and fabricated, where drag forces and DEP forces are on the same order of 

magnitude. Field gradients 

are greatest at electrode 

edges and DEP forces will 

pull colloids towards 

(positive DEP) or push the 

colloids away (negative 

DEP) from the electrode 

edges. A colloid may be

“trapped” if the forces on
,, . , Figure 1-4 Schematic of positive or negative DEP

the colloid are balanced, and sensor

this behavior is used as the governing principle in our sensor Figure 1-4.

DEP offers many advantages over other forces we can employ in pJFNs including 

exact positioning, in-situ control, and reasonable modeling and estimation of forces. Due 

to the dependence on gradients in the field and the flexibility of positive and negative 

DEP, translation and finally trapping of colloids can be confined to predetermined areas.

Side View of 
Microfluidic Channel

y  — * 0 *'  tacd v x  r
PDMS Channel Roof

o<

DEP Force Drag Force

Colloid Trapped by 
Negative DEP

Colloid Trapped by Fluid FlOW
Positive DEP

DEP Force / - ' x  Drag Force

Co-Planar Electrodes 
on Glass Substrate

Z
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This allows easy detection of colloids and possible actuation capabilities. Using AC 

fields versus DC fields we have an added degree of control in our ability to adjust the 

frequency of the electric field. This is critical to minimize side effects such as AC 

electroosmosis (AC EOF) and also provides access to the two different DEP translation 

mechanisms (positive and negative). The uniform nature of our systems also lends itself 

well to modeling both the electric field forces (DEP) as well as the drag forces impacting 

the colloids.
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CHAPTER 2 BACKGROUND

2.1 Microfluidics

Miniaturization of chemical and biological processes requires transporting and 

mixing liquids on the microscale. Movement of fluids at this scale however is governed 

by different phenomena than at the macroscale; here, fluid flow is laminar because 

viscous forces dominate it and fluid inertia has little effect. In this Section we will first 

discuss laminar flow and its characteristics, then provide an introduction of various fluid 

control methods and finally conclude with separation techniques.

2.1.1 Characteristics of Flow at the Microscale

To determine what flow regime is present in microfluidic systems, the viscous 

and inertial forces can to be compared via the Reynolds number (Re),

where p is the fluid density, Z, is a characteristic length, u is the fluid velocity and rj is the 

fluid viscosity. Due to the length scales and related low velocities in pFN Re «  1 and 

inertia becomes negligible while viscous forces dominate. With the microfluidic regime 

dominated by viscous forces, mixing occurs by diffusion only. This can be seen through
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calculation of the Peclet number {Pe), comparing momentum and mass diffusivities, 

where

with u the fluid velocity, L the length and the diffusivity of A in B.

When streams are brought together on the microscale, an interface develops 

where the two streams are contacted, providing a controlled environment for reaction and 

transport. Utilizing this feature of fluid flow, channel surfaces can be patterned with self 

assembling monolayers (SAM’s)47 and membranes can be fabricated in-situ.

W ater In

Figure 2-1 Two water streams, one dyed, illustrate interface formation at low Re ~
0.01, Pe ~ 100. Last image captured with long time scales where diffusion is visible.

Lack of mixing at this scale has prompted the design of channel geometries 

incorporating features to increase mixing such as slanted wells48, a herringbone49, and a 

serpentine channel50. Electroosmotic flow (EOF) which will be discussed in detail below, 

has also been used in conjunction with surface patterning to generate mixing in flowing51 

and quiescent systems52. Another method of mixing utilizes droplets within channels and 

will be discussed in detail below.
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Analytic determination of laminar flow profiles begins with the Navier-Stokes

equation53

p —  = -AP + nV2u. 
Dt

2-3

Simplification for microfluidic systems where viscous forces dominate flow, results in

AP = rfV2u . 2-4

To determine the velocity profile within a rectangular conduit, we apply two boundary 

conditions: the velocity does not change in the center of the channel and no-slip at the 

wall. Solution of this equation in rectangular geometries is given by Brody 54

, v Y â P h 2\ 3 2 y  (-1)' f cosh[(2/ + l)jpc//i] '
,y \  âz Srj) i t2 ~  (21 + 1)3 cosh[(2Z + l)jrw /2Zz]

x cos[(2/ + l)jiy/Zz] 2-5

When considering rectangular geometries, the aspect ratio (channel height to 

width h/w) is a common measure that equals 1 in square channels. In a Hele-Shaw cell, 

where the aspect ratio tends to zero, h « w ,  the velocity profile simplifies to

dP (ft2 - 4 y 2)
h /w -* 0

2-6
dz Si]

When considering aspect ratios close to one however, it is useful to estimate flow rates 

from cylindrical tubes and apply a wetted-perimeter approximation. The velocity profile 

in cylindrical geometries is given as

13



u.
APR2 , ( r Ÿ

2-7
4rfL \R )

where velocity is directly proportional to r2, resulting in the parabolic nature. Maximum 

velocity u zmax is found at the center of the tube where r = 0, leaving the multiplying term 

as this scalar quantity. Average velocity <uz> is helpful when calculating flow rates and 

resistances, and is one half of the maximum velocity

Mass flow rate Q can be determined by multiplying this expression by density and 

cross-sectional area resulting in the Hagen-Poiseuille equation

A hydraulic radius defined as the cross sectional area over wetted perimeter, can be used 

to adapt this to rectangular channel geometries. Use of a wetted perimeter is clearly an 

approximation; however, it is adequate when determining volumetric flow rates and 

required pressure drops for our systems.

The resistance along the length of a channel was used to control flow rates with a 

given pressure drop (AP). By analogy to Kirkoff’s Law, for flow of charge

we can make the generalization that the fluid flow resistance is the pressure drop over 

volumetric flow rate:

2-8

V = IR 2-10
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It can be seen that resistance is linearly related to the length (L) of the channel. We 

utilize this relationship in our sensor design to vary flow rates between channels. 

Controlling the length of high resistance sections of channels we were able to have 

precise control over respective flow rates in individual channels.

2.1.2 Fluids Under Applied Electric Fields

Micro-scale fluid flow can be generated through application of an electric field.

In polar liquids, channel walls inherently have a native charge associated with them 

leading to the buildup of a small layer of opposite charge along the surface. This layer is 

termed a double layer and is generally less than 10’s of nanometers at the ionic strengths 

present in our networks. Applying an electric field parallel to the walls induces charge 

movement toward electrodes of opposite sign. These charges drag fluid with them, 

transferring across the channel, and causing fluid to move throughout the entire channel. 

Charge alignment along the wall creates a stream of motion at the wall interface, 

eliminating the no-slip boundary condition, and leading to a flow profile that is no longer 

parabolic but rather closely resembles plug flow.



Santiago55 discusses two regions in EOF flow profiles, an inner region dominated 

by viscous and electrostatic forces and an outer region affected by pressure and inertia. 

He concludes that these regions are well described and the slip plane between them is

Figure 2-2 Schematic of ion distribution and velocity profile of the double 
layer under EOF55.

well approximated by the Helmholtz-Smoluchowski equation. Surface charge and 

uniformity of the wall affect EOF, and Ghosal56 discussed the effects of analyte 

adsorption on these parameters. EOF has been investigated and has been used in 

conjunction with other technologies for cell lysis13,20, isoelectric focusing (IEF)57,58, flow 

cytometry with fluorescence59,60 and chemical reactions19.

DC fields are the primary mechanism by which flow is generated electrokinetically 

on the micro-scale; however, a similar mechanism can be observed under AC fields and 

has an important effect on our systems. The exact mechanisms of AC EOF generation 

are not well understood, but some similarities can be seen with DC EOF. By applying an 

AC field a tangential component of the field acts along the electrode edges and this

© © © 0 © © © U v

Outer Flow regionslip plane

inner Flow region
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potential could be acting in a similar fashion as a DC field. Under AC conditions the 

field varies as a simple harmonic, causing the surface charge to be impacted in a time 

varying manner as well. These two time dependencies appear to be destructive and 

combine to produce a steady flow. We have completed experiments under quiescent 

conditions to quantify AC EOF flow rates within our systems, the results of which will be 

discussed in Chapter 4.

2,2 Colloidal Interactions

Colloids are defined as “particles” of small size, typically < 10 pm, dispersed 

uniformly in another substance. Colloid science investigates the governing phenomena at 

the microscale and can be applied to glacial silt in a trout river or the many constituents 

of human blood. In this section we discuss those aspects of colloid science that relate 

directly to the development of microfluidic sensors. Our discussion begins with 

Brownian motion and diffusion of colloids, followed by stability of colloidal solutions 

and finally concludes with Coulombic interactions. Colloidal interactions with non- 

uniform electric fields, will be discussed in Section 2.3 due to its fundamental impact on 

our work.

2.2.1 Brownian Motion and Diffusion of Colloids

Brownian motion is used to describe the ceaseless jiggling colloids undergo, 

leading to a drift in position61. Colloid migration can also be driven by diffusion, where
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particles move from regions of high concentration to those of lower concentration. 

Through analogy to molecular diffusion, we will use Pick’s laws to characterize colloidal 

movement as given by

d c
jco iio id  2 - 1 2

d x

Diffusivity can be given by the following relation, attributed to Einstein61:

D ~ ir~ R  2-136jirjR
developed from Stokes’ drag on a smooth sphere. Generally D  is orders of magnitude 

smaller than the diffusivities of ions in solution. Similarly Pick’s second law

can be used to determine the concentration of colloids as a function of distance and time.

2.2.2 Stability of Colloids

As two colloids move towards one another, either by Brownian motion or 

diffusion, they begin to interact. Stability of a colloidal solution is dependent on the 

energy barrier between colloids generally created by two mechanisms: attraction due to 

long-range van der Waals forces and repulsions created by surface charge and or steric 

hindrances. When colloids come into contact, van der Waals forces dominate, preventing 

separation and leading to the formation of macroscopically visible aggregates, a process 

termed coagulation or flocculation. In many applications such as water treatment this 

behavior is desirable; however, in our systems maintaining stability is imperative.
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2.2.3 Coulombic Interactions

Coulombic interactions account for charge-charge interactions and can be 

approximated with measures of electrostatic potential and diffuse double layers. Surface 

charge or electrostatic potential is dependent on the nature of the surface and the 

surrounding solution. Many colloid surfaces have groups that may react with ions in 

solution, changing the electrostatic potential and the concentration of these potential- 

determining ions (PDI) in solution has direct impact on surface charge.

Changing the concentration of PDI within the solution can increase or decrease

the stability depending on their charge. If the surface has an overall negative charge, and

positive PDI s are introduced,

electrostatic potential will decrease with

increasing concentration. As the

electrostatic potential continues to

decrease, surface charge approaches the

point of zero charge (PZC). At this 
Figure 2-3 Zeta potential data points
collected by dynamic light scattering. (Line P0*11* there is no repelling surface 
added to show characteristic behavior).

charge and colloids will coagulate 

rapidly. Figure 2-3 illustrates the zeta potential (a measure of surface charge on the 

surface of a colloid) vs. solution pH (PDI concentration) for 4 pm polystyrene (PS) 

colloids suspended in 103 M KC1 and minimal Triton X 100 surfactant. The high salt 

concentration and surfactant screen charge on the colloid, reducing the potential. This

Zeta Potential vs. pH

>  30

pH
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was confirmed by comparison of samples with our normal levels of surfactant and a 

sample with the surfactant absent. The solution acidity was varied with addition of HC1 

to the desired pH. As discussed above, once agglomeration has occurred, van der Waals 

forces dominate and the process cannot be reversed. To investigate colloids under 

flocculation conditions it is possible to filter aggregates or decant the supernatant fluid 

from a settled solution, although we did not do that here.

A charged surface immersed in an ionic solution will develop a layer of 

oppositely charged species at the surface to balance charge. As introduced in the 

discussion on EOF, this layer of positive and negative charges is termed the diffuse 

double layer and exists on both the colloids and walls in our systems. Thickness of the 

double layer is dependent on solution ionic strength and its ability to balance colloid 

charge. Indifferent ions, ions that do not react with the colloid, can be concentrated in the 

solution decreasing the thickness of the double layer. It is important to distinguish 

between these two types of ions, as PDFs react with groups on the surface, while 

indifferent ions screen charge within the solution.

The double layer is termed diffuse as the potential decays further from the 

surface. A small region called the Stem or inner double layer is defined by charges in 

this region that are considered immobile. The outer double layer begins at the edge of the 

inner layer, where oppositely charged ions are most concentrated, and continues to 

diffuse into the solution until the ion distribution becomes that of the bulk. The Poisson- 

Boltzmann equation62
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2-15

was developed by combining the Poisson equation describing the electrostatic potential 

and Boltzmann equation for the volume charge density to determine the potential at 

different distances from the surface in the double layer. If the electrical energy is small 

compared to the thermal energy, the Poisson-Boltzmann equation can be approximated as

This is called the Debye-Hiickel approximation, where k ~1 is the Debye length.

Combined with particle radius <2, these two provide a widely used parameter m  

characterizing the double layer thickness.

2.2.4 Electrophoresis of Colloids

Applying a DC electric field across a solution of charged particles will cause them 

to move towards the electrode of opposite sign in a process called electrophoresis. The 

force on the particle from the field can be described simply as

As the particle begins to move, resistance in the fluid causes drag on the colloid that can 

be determined as given by Stokes with

2-16

F electric =  <1E  " 2-17

F Stokes = 2-18
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where is a free-stream velocity. Setting these two forces equal, one can predict a field- 

induced velocity of

5 = - ^ - .  2-19
6mr]R

It is useful to relate velocity to the colloidal parameters such as which we discussed 

above. Generally we can say that the velocity of a particle is equal to its electrophoretic 

mobility (jU£ ) multiplied by the field.

^electrophoresis Â E ^  2 - 2 0

Smoluchowski and Hiickel developed equations for nEin the thin and thick double

layer limits respectively; however, Henry developed an approximation for all

thicknesses62.

A%=!— / , M  2-21j  YJ

f \(Ka) - 1  + ~  2-22

where

211 +
Ka

These equations related to electrophoresis give great insight into the effects of a DC 

field applied to a dispersion. Application of AC fields does not generally result in 

electrophoresis except at low frequencies (1-30 Hz) as we showed by experiment. It is 

important to understand the governing principles in electrophoresis and recognize the 

similarities and differences with DEP.
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2.3 Dielectrophoresis (DEP) of Colloids

Unlike the relatively simple process of electrophoresis where the colloid moves due 

to interaction with a constant field, dielectrophoresis (DEP) is a two-step process 

involving an “induced dipole” affected by gradients in the field. When a field is applied 

to a particle, a build up of charge is established on the surface with a net positive region 

and a corresponding net negative region on the opposite side. These induced surface 

charges then react with the electric field under two different conditions. If the field is 

uniform, the charge interaction with the field will result in equal forces and there will be 

no net force. In the more interesting case of a field with non-uniformities, the charges on 

each side of the colloid will lead to uneven forces and a net force that dictates DEP 

behavior.

An analytical expression has been developed by Herbert A. Pohl describing the 

behavior of colloids undergoing DEP that provides a tool for predicting colloidal forces63:

DEP }  = • 2-23

This relationship describes the time-averaged vector of the force where rp is the radius of 

the particle, eM is the real part of the dielectric permittivity of the medium, is the 

electric field intensity (root mean squared value) and Re[^e*] is the real part of the 

effective polarizability also known as the Clausius-Mossotti factor. The sign on Re[A^*j 

will determine if the particles will exhibit positive DEP, (movement toward high field 

regions) or negative DEP (movement toward low field regions).
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To understand this, we begin with the force created by an electric field on a point 

charge. By bringing two point charges together into an effective dipole moment in a 

manner that maintains the resulting forces, we simplify the calculation to a resultant 

force. The force on the effective dipole moment is given by

FDipoie = p ' V E  2-24

where p  and E are the effective dipole moment and electric field vectors respectively.

The electric field is the gradient in the electrostatic potential, which is derived 

from Laplaces equation64

1 d7
r d2r2 x ' ' rzsin0 d 0 \  d d ) r l sin26 dzcpÀ 

To solve this for the potential within the particle and outside in the bulk, we apply two

boundary conditions, first that the potentials at the surface must be equal, and second that

instantaneous charge must be conserved. The solution for the potential outside of the

sphere results in a term describing the potential associated with the field, and another

associated with that of the dipole moment

'Pnu,d,.Jr ’ff) = - E 0rcos8+  ^ c° s6  2-26

where A is

A =  ^  £m, R3E0 2-27
£ p +  2 £ m
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and E0 is the electric field magnitude, R is the particle radius, e* represents the respective 

complex permitivities of the medium (m) and particle (p). Comparing the term associated 

with the potential created by the dipole with the dipole potential

« — 3 5 ?
we can arrive at an equation describing the effective dipole moment:

P < f - 4jœmK R3Ë0 . 2-29

Here we see the introduction of the Clausius-Mossotti factor that in the complex form is 

given by

K'  -  2-30

where e*p and s*M are now the complex permittivities of the particle and medium 

respectively, e* can be determined via65

£* = £ — — j  2-31
co

where a  and m are the conductivity and electric field frequency respectively.

Accounting for the phase lag in a system, the expanded Clausius-Mossotti factor 

becomes65
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2-32

The strong dependence of Re [AT/] on the electric field frequency co is introduced due to 

the finite amount of time or phase lag that is required to build up the charge at the surface 

of the colloid. The frequency dependence of the Clausius-Mossotti factor was calculated 

by Docoslis65 for our system as shown in Figure 2A.  Examining the latex/water curve we 

observe a constant positive Clausius-Mossotti factor of 0.75 for frequencies up to ~104 

Hz where it falls off to a cross over frequency ~1 x 104 Hz. The cross over frequency is 

the point at which the colloids

switch from exhibiting 

positive DEP to negative DEP 

described by the change in 

sign of Re[KJ. Above 

frequencies of 106 Hz the 

phase lag becomes constant 

losing its frequency 

dependence and we can 

estimate Re[KJ ~ -0.5.
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Figure 2-4 Variation in the Clausius-Mossotti factor 
with the electric field frequency65.
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The final approximation we make is using a time average of the force, assuming 

that all time-varying forces are dampened sufficiently by viscous effects for colloids from

1-1000 pm66. The time-averaged force can be represented by

where the Re[] indicates the real part of the dot product. We have developed the equation 

for Peff vector and the complex field can be averaged by using the root mean squared 

value. Assuming we have a single harmonic electric field, the imaginary components can 

be disregarded and we finally arrive at Pohl’s solution

To review, the major assumptions associated with this final form are the 

following: the characteristic dimension of the electric field non-uniformity is much 

greater than the particle dimension, the particle being polarized does not have an effect 

on the electric field, azimuthal symmetry, time-varying effects are dampened by viscous 

effects, and a simple harmonic field.

2.4 Microfluidic Sensors Without Colloids

In our survey of microfluidic sensors we will briefly introduce 

microthermocouples, diodes, pressure sensors, chemiluminescence, potentiometry, 

hydrogels, and finally fluorescence. Many of these sensing methods are also employed in 

microfluidic sensors with colloids incorporating slight variations in techniques.

2-33

(FD£P) = 2OT- X Re[C]V£^, 2-34
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2.4.1 Microthermocouples

Microthermocouples operate on the same principle as macroscopic 

thermocouples, by measuring a difference in voltage drop through two materials 

depending on their temperature. Capizzanni7 discusses the response of chromel-alumel, 

chromel-constantan microthermocouples with response times 4-5 ms sensing 

temperatures from 25-40 °C in a turbulent stream of refrigerant. The microdisk junction 

connecting the thermocouples has a diameter of 80 pm and is quite large compared to our 

systems. Other development of 

microthermocouples include 

Gmelin67 who used tungsten versus 

gold-0.07% Fe to monitor surface 

temperatures from 4-300 K with 

response on the order of 50 ns.

Chiu6 fabricated and tested Ni-Ag 

microelectrodes and monitored 

chemical reactions producing 

temperatures 0-50 °C in 

microchannels.

Microthermocouples have been incorporated into pipettes by Lewis8 with gold 

and platinum coatings which could have various applications using automated pipettes. 

Ahmed and co-workers68 investigated the use of microthermocouples to sense

(Heated waffl

Ï1ÜSLM
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Figure 2-5 Microthermocouple with microdisk 
junction7.
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temperature and also UV light. UV waves induce electron movement in the metal 

causing heating; however, due to the relative size of the devices to the UV waves, 

microthermocouples are designed as antenna in UV measurement68.

2.4.2 Pressure and Flow Sensors

Local pressure measurement is required for research and development in 

microfluidics in order to characterize flow. Air pressures from -80 to 100 kPa were 

measured within microchannels by Maeda5 utilizing light diffraction through a PDMS 

deformable grating. Another method used to determine local pressure was a pressure 

gate fabricated by surface patterning channels with SAM’s by photolithography and 

multi-stream laminar flow47. Design of surfaces and geometry creates a breaking 

pressure at which the gate will open and fluid will flow, creating an irreversible pressure 

indicator.

A method of determining fluid flow rates was presented by Crocker4, termed 

conductivity pulse time-of-flight (CP-TOF), where protons are induced by hydrolysis and 

the pulse travel time is monitored downstream. CP-TOF provides a fast pulse 

introduction and minimal loss of protons. Other similar methods involving TOF have 

been used, such as introduction of a thermal pulse69; however, a great deal of heat is lost 

to the surroundings through conduction reducing the sensitivity.
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2.4.3 Hydrogels

Hydrogels are polymer networks whose purpose are determined by interactions 

with the surrounding liquid. Depending on the polymer strands, cross-linking, and 

chemical composition, 

gels can range from being 

viscous fluids to almost 

solid materials. The 

development of hydrogels 

began in the 1970’s with 

efforts focusing on 

reversible volumetric 

changes as great as 500- 

fold due to temperature 

change, electric field 

application and fluid 

composition70.

Tanaka has been given credit for discovering “smart” gels71 investigating electric 

field effects on the critical endpoint of a hydrogel, which occurs at a point where the 

supporting polymer network collapses35. Volumetric changes are controlled by three 

competing forces: positive osmotic pressure created by counter-ions, negative pressure 

generated by polymer-polymer interactions, and the elasticity of the polymer network70.
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Figure 2-6 Hydrogel-based microvalves33.
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These phase transitions were studied under various stimuli including changes in pH, 

solvent composition and temperature36. A number of groups developed relationships 

between polymer properties such as bulk modulus and Poisson’s ratio to phase 

transitions30,32. Electric field application and its effects on ionic strength within the 

network and charge density was studied by Yarmush29 and Hirose28.

Although volumetric changes are reversible, it is generally a slow process as the 

polymer network relaxes. Okano and co-workers37 investigated the addition of side 

chains in the polymeric network creating hydrophobic regions, aiding the expulsion of 

water during contraction. This work still only decreased collapse times to 20 minutes in 

their networks. Recent applications in microfluidics have focused on using hydrogels as 

micro valves. Beebe has been a pioneer in this effort and has performed in-situ 

fabrication of hydrogel valves for regulation of sensing streams or separate local 

streams27. Microfluidics allows gels to be very thin and reduce the time for actuation as 

valves closed regulated streams in 12 seconds by expanding to seal the channel; however, 

relaxation required 42 minutes to re-open the stream33.

2.4.4 Chemiluminescence

Chemiluminescence (CL) is based on a chemical reaction where the preferred 

product is in an excited state and relaxes to a more stable state by emitting light. This 

requires no photonic excitation and thus has high selectivity due to low background 

signals. The cost however can be long assay times depending on kinetics. Yang22 reports
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the use of CL detection of hybridization while cycling for three hours through vertical 

glass microchannels. The use of vertical channels increases the signal intensity compared 

to horizontal flow designs. CL was combined with electrochemical detection by Crooks25 

to detect redox reaction analytes in what they call electrogenerated CL or ECL. Here 

they use a dual channel (width ~ 300 pm) geometry creating contacts with ITO 

electrodes, and a liquid junction downstream. Applying a required field for each analyte, 

the kinetics are increased and light emissions can be measured continuously in a flowing 

stream.

Top. View

Figure 2-7 ECL detection in dual-channel microchannels. White dashed lines indicate 
ITO electrodes, black arrows fluid flow, and scale bar is 200 pm25.

2.4.5 Potentiometry

By applying a voltage across a membrane, an ionic current is established, generating 

flow of ions through the membrane. A membrane of nanopores was used to investigate 

transport of DNA by measuring the potential across the membrane24. As a single
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polymeric molecule enters a nanopore, it blocks ionic current through that pore and this 

effect can be seen in the overall current. This method is based on the selectivity of long 

chains affecting the current, however the same principle can be applied to smaller species 

such as ions with an ion-selective membrane23.

2.4.6 Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR)

In SPR a gold film plated onto glass is used to immobilize the complimentary 

biomolecules in a lock-and-key fashion that will bind antibodies. By focusing a laser 

through the glass, the reflection off the gold film can be monitored with a photodiode 

array. Binding antibodies affect the reflection and thus can be used to determine the 

concentration at the surface. Leckband50 discusses a serpentine microchannel geometry 

which increases fluid mixing, and thus increases the efficiency of such a sensor.

2.4.7 Fluorescence

Light or laser induced fluorescence (LIF) is based on tagging analytes with dyes 

that, when excited by a light source, emit light of a different wavelength. Detection 

techniques using fluorescence can be broken into two categories, flow cytometry and 

stationary surface binding. Flow cytometry focuses a laser on a sample stream and an 

optical detector with band-pass filters reads signals from tagged analytes. Many of the 

microfluidic operations are used in conjunction with LIF to mix, react, and separate 

desired components before transport into the detection region.
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Cells have been the major focus of many LIF designs. He and Armstrong59 use 

LIF in conjunction with capillary electrophoresis (CE) to determine the viability of cells 

in single and mixed samples. Continuous monitoring of hormone secretion from live 

cells was investigated by Kennedy72 by mixing a hormone secretion stream with an 

antibody stream and corresponding fluorescein labeled insulin. These three streams were 

reacted forming a complex, thus tagging the hormone with fluorescein. The final 

complex was separated with electrophoresis and then passed through the fluorescence 

detection region.

Cell lysis, the destruction of the cell wall, can be performed via four different 

methods: ultrasonic treatment, strong electric field, low-ionic strength running buffer, and 

injection of a surfactant following cell injection13. Ramsey et al.20 have shown cell lysis 

with a strong electric field, followed by fluorescence detection of intracellular material. 

Intracellular material such as DNA fragments can also be characterized by fluorescence. 

Ambrose9 uses a planar sheet of excitation laser to improve throughput of fluorescent 

flow cytometers and determine DNA fragment size distribution. Fluorescence has also 

been used to observe entropie trap arrays designed by Craighead73 which separate long 

DNA chains by creating a series of narrow constrictions. Sensitivity of DNA 

fluorescence was investigated by using conjugated polymers74, and is also used to 

monitor cycling probe technology for genetic reproduction75. Row cytometry with 

fluorescence detection has been used for detection of proteins60 and explosives18. LIF in
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flow cytometry is clearly a valuable sensing method that has been used for many 

applications on the microscale, and we will also use it to confirm our sensor readings.

Although not as fast as flow cytometry, fluorescence on stationary surfaces also 

offers sensing opportunities in microfluidics. Immobilization of glucose oxidase and 

ruthenium based fluorescent dye on a fiber optic optode served as a glucose sensor14,76. 

Fluorescence detection with fiber optics has also been applied in centrifugal 

microfluidics77, sensing potassium under various acidities and concentrations. Another 

study immobilizing molecules for capturing tagged species was completed by Rooij et 

al.19 where protein A was immobilized on the reactor surface. Protein A was used to 

capture rabbit immunoglobulin G (rlgG) which can be fluorescently tagged. This is 

considered a lock-and-key complex and will be considered in our future work proposed 

in Chapter 5.

2.5 Colloids as Sensors

Now that we have examined many of the sensing methods in microfluidics, we 

will look at how colloids have been used in sensing applications including fluorescence, 

hydrogels, potentiometery and metallic barcodes. Colloids can be tagged with dyes for 

LIF or the surfaces can be patterned with molecules for lock-and-key or sandwich assays. 

Introduction of colloids into hydrogels in colloidal crystal arrays (CCA) uses optical 

diffraction to measure temperature and concentration. Conducting colloids have been
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used in a number of methods; however, they usually require plating of silver and increase 

assay time.

2.5.1 C olloidal Fluorescence

PS latex colloids can be tagged with varying degrees of red and IR dyes creating 

an array of beads that will fluoresce with unique signals, see A in Figure 2-8 Combining 

this feature with sandwich arrays (part B of Figure), typically excited by a green laser, 

provides high A B

methodologies to detect

biological warfare 

agents15. In a later 

paper16 they incorporate 

this detection method 

into an aerosol 

monitoring system for 

Bacillus anthracis and

î
specificity. A group at 

LLNL developed an |

array of 100 latex beads 2

that combine both of 

these fluorescence
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Figure 2-8 A) Array of latex colloids intercalated with 
varying ratios of red and IR dyes. B) Capture antibodies 
specific for target antigens. C) Beads are interrogated one 
at a time in flow cytometer. A red laser identifies bead 
type, then a green laser quantifies the sandwich on the 
surface. D) Dot plot displaying bead regions in white and 
colored dots as bead events.15
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Yersinia pestis. Major disadvantages of these immunoassays include long sample 

preparation times (30 min to 1 hr) and excitation sources are required.

2.5.2 C onducting C olloids

Conducting colloids have been used in a variety of detection techniques, utilizing both 

conductivity, as well as optical properties. The most common conducting colloid used in 

detection is gold (Au) because
Particle Assembly and Immobilization
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20-60 KHz Coagulant solution
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Gold tagging

of its ability to immobilize 

molecules to be used in lock- 

and-key or sandwich 

complexes and it can be 

enhanced with silver 

deposition. Mirkin and 

coworkers40 used conducting 

colloids for DNA detection, 

by immobilizing probes 

between electrodes that 

capture targets functionalized 

with Au particles.

Conduction is then monitored Figure 2-9 Latex colloids with immobilized protein A
capture antigen functionalized with Au colloids, 

through the electrodes to followed by silver enhancement78.
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measure concentration of the target species and enhanced by Au reduction with Ag (I) 

and hydroquinone38. Before using electrodes to measure concentration, Mirkin used the 

same capture process in colorimetric detection schemes41 and investigated the use of 

Raman spectroscopy utilizing the silver layer as a Raman scattering promoter and 

labeling probes with Raman-active dyes26. Velev and Kaler78 take a slightly different 

approach, first immobilizing latex spheres by dielectrophoresis between the electrodes, 

then using these to capture Au particles with targets of the sandwich complex 

immobilized on the surface. Conducting colloids demonstrate high selectivity and have 

very low limits of detection, however they have the disadvantage of requiring multiple 

steps for one assay and are not reversible.

2.5.3 Colloidal Crystal Arrays in Hydrogels

Hydrogels, as discussed earlier, shrink and swell in response to a stimulus such as 

temperature or specific chemical species concentration. Asher has shown that colloid 

crystal arrays (CCA) can be polymerized within a hydrogel and, as the hydrogel shrinks 

or swells, the periodicity of the colloids change. Fabrication of CCA’s is accomplished 

by polymerizing highly charged colloids which have organized themselves into face or 

body-centered cubic orientations to minimize energy44. Light shined on the CCA is 

diffracted according to Bragg’s law43 providing different colors depending on the 

periodicity of the colloids. These CCA hydrogels have been used as both chemical43,44, 

and thermal sensors79.
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2.5.4 M etallic Barcodes

An A120 3 membrane uses a deposited silver film to control reduction of metal ions 

such as Pt, Pd, Ni, Co, Ag, Cu, Au from solution80. The desired patterns are fabricated by 

controlling three factors: pore size, sequencing of metal ion introduction and charge used 

in reduction. The membrane is then dissolved and the barcodes can be patterned with 

complimentary molecules for lock-and-key or sandwich detection of analytes. Barcodes 

are read with conventional light microscopy; however, fluorescence can also be used in 

lock-and-key detection42.

2 3 4 S 
Length

Figure 2-10 Metallic barcodes observed with conventional light microscopy in two 
images on left. The two images on the right are a sandwich schematic for fluorescent 
excitation followed by a corresponding fluorescent readout80.
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2.6 Colloids as sensors in Microfluidics

With colloids widely used as sensors and the developing interest in microfluidics, 

especially related to lab-on-a-chip, it seems natural that these two fields combine.

Colloids and microfluidics have much in common: large surface area to volume ratios, 

small length scales, and governing forces of similar magnitudes. Active elements in 

microfluidic systems are currently limited; however, colloids offer a system that has 

easily controlled uniform properties, and can be manipulated within a microfluidic 

platform. Colloids have been used for bioassays within microfluidics utilizing the 

increased transport to the heterogeneous surface, often a limiting factor in kinetic studies. 

Applications often rely on colloids being immobilized within the network allowing fluid 

convection to introduce the sample stream. Here we will review the applications of 

colloids in microfluidics dividing the review by the method of colloid immobilization.

2.6.1 Colloid Immobilization By Physical Barrier

Physical barriers provide a restriction to flow channels that traps colloids at pinch 

points. These designs generally develop a matrix of colloids forming a packed bed type 

of reaction chamber. Oleschuk et al. utilized a deep chamber allowing fluid to exit over a 

weir, confining colloids into a packed bed81,82. This general design has been used for 

selective preconcentration of theophylline83, and digestion of proteins84. Similar to the 

weir method, “dams” have also been employed to perform immunoassays for human 

secretory immunoglobulin A (s-Ig-A)85, and carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA)86.
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Two other methods of 

physical barrier immobilization are 

pillars and tapered channels. Stemme 

et al. fabricated pillars forming a 

filter where colloids were trapped for 

SNP analysis87. Similar filtering 

mechanisms have employed by 

Buranda, who created features in the 

PDMS walls that restrain flow of 

large colloids88. In another 

application, tapering channels walls 

together loaded colloids into a 

chamber for capillary 

electrochromatography89.

2.6.2 C olloid Im m obilization B y Surface M odification

A common method of selectively coating surfaces on the microscale is micro-contact 

printing, where a PDMS stamp is “wetted” with a self assembling monolayer (SAM) and 

placed in contact with the surface of the device. SAM’s are available with an assortment 

of chemistries, and when the stamp is removed, the contacted areas are left with a SAM 

monolayer. Providing proper end groups on the SAM’s, colloids can be selectively

«mSgfaa

Figure 2-11 Microfabricated pillars for 
colloid immobilization87.
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immobilized on microfluidic features. Colloids coated with streptavidin were 

immobilized on regions where biotin-labeled bovine serum albumin90 was used to modify 

the surface, allowing SNP analysis91. A rather different approach involved modifying the 

surface of the colloid in-situ by changing the temperature causing the colloids to adhere 

to the walls39.

2.6.3 Colloid Immobilization by Local Fields

Magnetic colloids have been immobilized by applying external magnetic fields 

within the device trapping colloids in specific regions. Jiang et al. isolated mRNA using 

paramagnetic oligo-dT polystyrene colloids that are commercially available92. Hayes 

reported improvements in analysis times when sandwich assays for parathyroid hormone 

and interleukin-5 were completed93. Internal magnetic fields were generated by Choi 

who successfully integrated a planar electromagnet into the device to trap colloids94.

Row forces have also been employed to trap colloids within a microfluidic 

platform. Pressure driven flow was opposed by DC EOF to trap and control the motion 

of colloids in microfluidic geometries95 often utilizing recirculating flows to increase 

transport for a small sample volume. Electric fields have also been applied for DEP 

tapping and preconcentration of blood cells by Muller et al.96. These trapping fields have 

also been used as valves, controlling when cells or particles are released for flow 

cytometry analysis97,98.
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C H A P T E R  3  F A B R I C A T I O N  A N D  M O D E L I N G

3.1 Device Fabrication

We fabricate our microfluidic networks using a technique known as soft 

lithography1. This is illustrated in Figure 3-1 where a silicon wafer is first coated with a 

UV sensitive pre-polymer (photoresist), then selectively exposed and developed to create 

three-dimensional features. These features are then used as a template for 

poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) polymerization. The cast PDMS structure is aligned and

contacted to a glass 

slide with electrodes, 

sealing the channels. 

The device is then 

placed on a 

microscope stage to 

monitor device 

activity, capture 

images, and induce 

fluorescence

Figure 3-1 Schematic of soft lithography processing of pFN.
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excitation. Finally a syringe pump is connected to deliver fluids and the electrodes are 

contacted to an AC power supply.

3.1.1 Photolithography

Photolithographic techniques were originally developed to process silicon wafers 

for the production of microelectronic devices allowing the creation of small structures in 

a very robust and repeatable manner. Photoresists are UV sensitive polymers, and can be 

divided into two different groups: positive resists and negative resists. Positive resists are

Negative photoresist Positive photoresist
(UV light polymerization) (UV light degradation)

Figure 3-2 Schematic illustrating positive and negative photoresists

designed to degrade in the presence of UV light, while negative resists will cure with UV 

exposure Figure 3-2. We employ a negative resist (SU-8 50, MicroChem-Newton, MA) 

in the channel fabrication process and a positive resist (SIR 5740, Shipley-Marlborough, 

MA) in the production of electrodes.

Photomask 
Photoresist 
Si Wafer (100)

ho
I

Development
removes
unexposed

Development
removes
exposed

regions regions
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To obtain a uniform layer of photoresist, a degreased silicon wafer (polished p- 

type, (100) orientation, Motorola Inc.) is placed in a spinner (Model 100, Brewer Science, 

Rolla MO), an apparatus that uses suction to rotate the substrate at various rates. Recipes 

relating spin rates to thickness and other associated process variables that have been used 

in the production of our devices are provided in Table 3-1. After spinning, a soft-bake is 

performed where the wafer is placed on a hotplate at 95°C to initiate the curing process.

Table 3-1 Photolithography recipes

Substrate Photoresist
Spin Rate 

(RPM)
Feature Height 

(microns)
Soft/Hard Bake 

(min:sec)
ITO Coated Glass SJR 5740 2000 12.5 0:25
Si Wafer (1-0-0) SU8 50 6000 22.5 20:00

UV exposure of different regions is controlled using a mask printed on film by 

Fineline Imaging (Colorado Springs, CO). These patterns are first designed using 

AutoCad 2002 (San Rafael, CA) and then sent to Fineline Imaging where a photoplotting 

machine is used to create the final films with resolutions of 40,000 dpi". This film is 

then brought into contact with the photoresist-coated wafer by placing a glass slide on top 

and adding weight to the edges, Figure 3-3. Contacting the mask to the photoresist 

ensures good reproduction of the pattern in the photoresist. For exposure, a portable UV 

lamp (Black-Ray B 100 AP, 100W, UVP, Upland CA) is used and then followed by 

further thermal curing in a hard bake at 95°C to complete the curing process.
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The unexposed negative photoresist is then removed by development for 1.5 min 

using SU-8 2005 developer (MicroChem-Newton, MA). Development is terminated with 

a 1 min rinse in isopropyl alcohol. This leaves patterned “mesas” of photoresist of height 

determined by the spin rate and characterized with a surface profilometer (P-10 Tencor 

profilometer, Mt. View, CA).

Connection of these small features with 

macroscopic tubes from the syringe 

pump is accomplished by bonding tips 

to the wafer. Disposable tips for an 

electronic micropipette (Pasture Pipette 

Disposable, VWR or SofTouch 

electronic pipette, single channel 0.2-10 

pL, Hamilton-Reno NV) are bent at a 

right angle and connected to tubing 

(1/16 ID-l/8”OD silicone tubing S- 

1618, Industrial Specialities, 

Englewood, CO). The tips are then 

bonded with an epoxy (Loctite Quick 

Set Epoxy, distributed by Henkel, Avon 

OH) to the Si wafer and allowed to cure 

for 1 hr.

Columnated 
UV Light

Steel
weight

Steel
weight

Glass slide

Si wafer

tsm V IEW  S iu tk c t  mrém Um \  Gv»ri<

Figure 3-3 UV exposure schematic and 
experimental setup.
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The photoresist features are relatively fragile and to better preserve them, 

fluorinated siloxanes ((tridecafluoro-1,1,2,2-tetrahydrooctyl)-l-trichlorosilane, United 

Chemical Technologies, Bristol, PA) are evaporated onto the surface. This evaporation is 

completed by placing the samples in a container, dispersing a droplet of the siloxane on a 

glass slide and evacuating the container to -23 in Hg for 2 hrs. The fluorine groups create 

a low surface energy reducing the interactions between the photoresist surface and the 

PDMS. This simple process can preserve original photoresist features for many 

replications as is also used in soft lithography when extending stamp life100.

3.1.2 PDMS Replication

In soft lithography, elastomers are used to develop masks, stamps, or molds from 

features created with photolithography. The pFN are typically fabricated out of PDMS 

because it is easily cured, translucent, inexpensive, supple and relatively inert. PDMS is 

formed by first mixing an elastomer and a curing agent from a kit (Sylgard 184 Kit, Dow 

Coming) and is then placed under vacuum for one hour to remove air bubbles induced by 

mixing. The patterned silicon wafer is subsequently coated with the degassed elastomer 

and placed in an oven for 4  hours at 65°C to complete the curing process. PDMS bonds 

to the silicone tubes due to their similar chemistries, sealing the tubes within an ~ 1/2 cm 

thick mold.
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3.1.3 ITO Electrode Fabrication

Indium-tin oxide (ITO) coated slides are purchased from Delta Technologies, 

Limited (Stillwater, MN) with one side of a 2” x 3” glass slide entirely coated by the 

translucent conductive film (150 nm thick) and a resistance of 4-8 Q/square. Positive 

photoresist (Shipley SJR-5740) is patterned onto the ITO slide spun at 2000 rpm and 

exposed for 3 min Table 3-1. A wet etch (5 HC1 : 1 H N 03: 5 H20  with a few drops of 

detergent to increase the wetability of the solution) at 50 °C for 150 s is used to remove 

the undesired ITO. The etch is followed by a rinse in DI water (1 min) and blown dry 

with nitrogen gas. The slide is placed in acetone to remove the photoresist (30 s) and then 

rinsed in ethanol to ensure a clean slide.

3.2 Device Integration

3.2.1 Contacting Electrodes

Aluminum wires are contacted to the ITO with electrical tape. These wires are 

then connected with alligator clips to an ultra low distortion function generator (Stanford 

Research Systems Model DS 360, Sunnyvale, CA) that generates the necessary AC 

fields.

3.2.2 Fluid Introduction

A syringe pump (model KDS-200 Kd Scientific, Holliston, MA) is used to deliver 

fluid to the device at a constant rate. The sample is prepared and loaded into a 3 mL
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syringe, which is then connected to inlet tubes of the ^iFN. Sample preparation involves

mixing 15 drops of 2.1% solids 4 pm diameter fluorescent colloids (Red Nile CML

Latex, Prod #2-FN-4000,

Interfacial Dynamics Corp.,

Portland, OR) with 15 mL DI

water, and a few drops of

surfactant (Triton X-100,

Aldrich, Milwaukee, WI). Figure 3-4 Microfluidic network with
syringe pump port tubes aligned on ITO 

The syringe pump has good electrode.

control overflow rate with an accuracy within 1% and reproducibility <0.1% and can be 

used for extended periods of time.

3.2.3 Im aging

An Axioplan 2 Imaging microscope (Zeiss) provides the ability to capture high- 

quality digital images and excite fluorescence. It has a digital camera (AxioCam Mrc, 

Zeiss) that captures images and relays them to the computer where Axiovision 4.0 

software is used for viewing and image clarification. A special feature of this system is 

the ability to layer images to combine a fluorescence image upon a white light-image of 

the channel. This is extremely useful when studying fluid flow on the microscale. 

Fluorescent excitation is accomplished with a mercury lamp (100 W, Leistungselektronik 

JENA GmbH, Germany) that generates a broad spectrum of light directed through the
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microscope to the sample. The Red Nile fluorescent colloids we employ have broad 

excitation and emission spectra.

3.3 Modeling Methods

Two programs were used to model forces on the colloid within the sensor. The 

emphasis in the modeling work was to compare predictions of the forces on a colloid 

during the steady state or “trapped” condition, specifically those acting parallel to the 

fluid flow. CFD-ACE+, a module by Computational Fluid Dynamics Research Center 

(Huntsville, AL), uses a finite element solution of the Navier-Stokes equation to 

determine the fluid mechanics within a designed geometry. A velocity profile is 

calculated throughout the channel and the drag force that the colloid is exposed to is also 

determined. We then compared this force to the dielectrophoretic force applied by a 

gradient in the electric field. To estimate the gradient, Field Precision Software 

(Albuquerque, NM) was used to model the electric field for our system. Field gradients 

in the x-direction (parallel to fluid flow) were then calculated in regions where the 

gradient appeared to be greatest, and extracted for calculations of a resultant force.

3.3.1 CFDRC Calculation of Drag Force

The CFD-ACE+ fluid dynamics module by CFDRC was run on a dual 2 GHz 

AMD PC workstation. The program uses a finite element grid to solve the Navier Stokes 

equation in the element and iterates until a global solution over all elements is
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determined. We assumed a no-slip boundary condition at all surfaces. Isohedral finite 

elements were chosen to be fairly large (25 pm3) throughout the channel and 

considerably smaller (2.1x1 O'7 pm3) in the regions of interest, specifically those near the 

colloid surface (Figure 3-5).

Figure 3-5 Drawing from CFD GEOM of channel demonstrating the 
variation in cell size in regions of high interest.

The system geometry and element specifications were created in CFD GEOM 

module and then run in CFD-ACE+. Spherical particles are challenging to model in this 

software package and a modified particle was utilized where 0.05 pm of the 4 pm colloid 

was removed from the top and bottom, leaving a flat surface. This was assumed to have 

a very minimal effect on the final calculation of drag force.
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Run parameters such as the volumetric flow rate, outlet pressure, symmetry and 

boundary conditions were specified. To confirm the validity of modeling results,
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Figure 3-6 Velocity magnitudes at different channel lengths.

qualitative features such as an expected velocity profile as well as an equal mass balance 

throughout the channel, see Figure 3-6. The force applied to all surfaces is calculated in 

the module and these values were used to directly compare our results with experiment 

and with DEP calculations. To save time the solution file for the original model was used 

in a parametric series of runs to investigate a range of flow conditions.
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3.3.2 Electric Field Models and Gradient Estimation

Field Precision software (tricomp 2D and amaze 3D, Albuquerque, NM) was used 

to model electric fields within a given geometry. Similar to the fluid modeling, 

geometric constraints were used to define regions of specific dielectric properties, 

representing walls, fluid, colloids, and electrodes. Models were completed in both 2-D 

(tricomp 2D) and 3-D (amaze 3D) geometries; however, fluid, colloid or ion movement 

was not taken into account with this module. Applying a field in a p,FN can cause fluid 

motion to occur and it was assumed that the effects on the electric field were minimal.

3D electric fields can be difficult to visualize; therefore, we introduce the 

fundamentals associated with electric fields in order to interpret the plots that are 

produced by the Field Precision software. Electric field lines are used to give an idea 

about the field direction and intensity and are drawn from positive regions toward 

negative regions. Electric field vectors are tangent to the electric field line at any point, 

showing the direction that the electric field is pointing. In order to determine the 

magnitude or intensity of the field, we observe the density of field lines in a specific 

region where a large density of field lines corresponds to a high electric field intensity.

Figure 3-7 illustrates the characteristic field lines in our geometry. Note that the 

origin and destination of all of the field lines are at the electrode edges. This large 

density leads to the observation of high electric field intensities at the edges. Moving 

away from the electrodes we see the electric field lines diverging and thus the field 

intensity decreases.
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Figure 3-7 Schematic of electric field lines within our geometry.

Field Precision software produces a number of plots to visualize these variations 

in the electric field. One plot conveniently shows the electric field variations in 2D, 

termed a plane plot where a slice is taken through the z-direction and the electric field 

intensities are related by a color scale on the right side of the plot. The electric field was 

modeled throughout both the channel and the surrounding PDMS, so opaque windows 

were added to Figure 3-8 to designate where the PDMS walls are located. This plot was 

taken at a distance from the electrodes of 20 pm (height z = 20 pm), where the variations 

in the electric field are more easily observed. The electrode edges are emphasized by 

black lines running vertically, and show the regions of highest electric field.
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Figure 3-8 Plane plot (top view) displaying the electric field intensities at a height of 
z = 20 pm.

It is a challenge to gain perspective on the relative field intensities from the plane 

plot by simply looking at the regions of different color. To emphasize the gradients in 

the field, we can plot the electric field intensities on an additional axis, forming a 3-D or 

surface plot. This plot still represents field intensities in only one plane (z = 0 pm) but 

better emphasizes the gradients in the field.
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3d filled contour plot of |E| at position Z = 2.00E+01
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Figure 3-9 Electric field surface plot in plane of electrodes with electric 
field intensities (V/m ) on the right.

Figure 3-9 illustrates a steep gradient in the electric field at the electrode surface (z = 0  

p,m). Qualitatively we used these plots to better understand electric field behavior with 

changes in voltage, electrode gap, dielectric materials and geometry. Our final goal was 

to extract quantitative field gradients in the x-direction (parallel to fluid flow ) to estimate 

the DEP force acting on the colloid within our systems.
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CHAPTER 4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this chapter we show that colloidal dielectrophoresis (DEP) can be used within a 

microfluidic geometry to provide information about local flow conditions. The basic 

operating principles of our device will be discussed, followed by examples of fabricated 

designs. We will discuss electric field modeling of our systems in detail, as well as fluid 

flow modeling to better understand the competing forces acting on the colloid. Finally 

we will present the experimental results that demonstrate the validity of our concept.

4.1 Principles o f DEP Flow Sensor

Our flow sensor operates on the premise that a colloid can be trapped by balancing 

a DEP force with a drag force. The electric field conditions under which trapping is 

observed can provide information about the local flow conditions. In order to trap 

colloids, all of the forces on the colloid need to sum to zero in each direction: the x-axis, 

the direction of flow , the y-axis, moving across the channel, and the z-axis, moving up or 

down in the channel. To simplify our calculations and models, we limited our 

consideration to components of the forces in the x-direction, the determine the fluid flow.

Figure 4-1 is a schematic looking along the y-axis, a side view of our device, where 

two co-planar electrodes are located at the bottom of the channel. A colloid exhibiting
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positive DEP will m ove towards regions o f high electric field intensity generally at the 

electrode edge, illustrated by the colloid on the left bottom side o f the figure. Fluid flow  

in this schematic m oves from right to left creating a drag force pushing on the colloid in 

the same direction. This drag force is balanced by the DEP force created by charge 

accumulated on the colloid surface interacting with gradients in the electric field.

Side View of 
Microfluidic Channel

Z
PDMS Channel Roof

Colloid Trapped by 
Positive DEP

Fluid Flow

DEP Force

o
Drag Force

Co-Planar Electrodes f  
on Glass Substrate

Figure 4-1 Positive DEP schematic 

In Chapter 2 the concept o f DEP is explained in significant detail. Briefly when an 

electric field is applied to a colloid in a medium, a dipole is induced with charge building 

up on the colloid surface. This charge aligns with the field and then reacts with gradients 

in the electric field. The induced dipole consists o f an equivalent amount o f opposite 

charge on each side o f the colloid and if a gradient in the field is present, uneven forces 

result in a net force. Depending on the polarizability o f the colloidal material, the
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medium and the frequency of the electric field, colloids may exhibit positive or negative 

DEP. Positive DEP is characterized by colloidal movement toward regions of high 

electric field intensity, while negative DEP is characterized by translation towards 

regions of low electric field.

Positive and negative DEP can both be utilized in our devices by adjustment of the 

electric field frequency. The frequency dependence of our system is determined by the 

real part of the Clausius-Mossotti. Operating at low frequencies the factor is ~ 0.75 

indicating positive DEP, while at higher frequencies, above 1 kHz the Clausius-Mossotti 

factor is approximately -  0.5 and we can expect negative DEP. We can utilize negative 

or positive DEP forces to balance drag created by movement or fluid flow around the 

colloid.

Drag force on a colloid in free-stream flow can be calculated using Stokes’ law:

^D RAG ( Stokef ) ~ (>3W]Ru 4-1

where u is the free-stream velocity. This simple equation is limited for microfluidics due 

to the large gradients in the velocity profile; however, local velocities can be readily 

calculated and then plugged into Stokes’ law to gain a more useful result. To avoid 

trying to predict these velocities, we obtained an exact solution by employing a finite 

element model with CFD. Stokes drag was still used to provide a basis by which to 

compare our modeling results and obtain an order of magnitude estimate of the drag force 

under given conditions.
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4.2 Electric Field Modeling

Field Precision software (Albuquerque, NM) was used to model electric fields 

generated in our microfluidic geometries. Geometrical constraints were used to define 

regions of specific dielectric properties, representing fluids, walls, colloids, and 

electrodes. Models were completed in both 2-D (tricomp 2D) and 3-D (amaze 3D) 

geometries. We utilized the software to first qualitatively examine the electric fields 

within our geometries and secondly to extract the x-direction gradients in the square of 

the field intensities to determine an estimate of the DEP force.

4.2.1 Position Dependence

We first utilized the electric field modeling software to examine how the DEP force 

varied with position. As we saw in the surface plots, the electric field gradients decay 

rapidly from the electrode edge and 

this behavior is quantified for DEP 

forces in Figure 4-2. The forces, 

plotted on a log scale rapidly decay 

away from the electrode surface, 

ranging from one nN directly on the 

electrode to a few pN near the roof 

of our channel (20 pm).

Figure 4-2 Positive DEP force vs. position in 
channel.
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4.2.2 M ultiple C olloids Effect

One of the major assumptions in

determining the DEP forces is that the colloid

does not influence the electric field. To

estimate the significance of these effect, we

placed one and later three in a trapped position

along the edge of the electrode, see Figure 4-3.

In the first case we added a 4 pm colloid to the

electrode edge at the center of the channel, and

the second case we added a total of three
Figure 4-3 Three colloids modeled 

colloids in a line along the electrode edge. along electrode edge in Field Precision.

The results showed the presence of 3 colloids to have significant effects; 60% 

variation between models for values near the colloid surface. These results did show 

evidence that our assumption is violated for colloids positioned at the electrode surface. 

Although these effects seem large, it should be remembered that the forces vary orders of 

magnitude with slight changes in position or voltage, and the forces still prove useful. 

Due to the rapid decay in the field intensities moving away from the electrodes, we 

expect this assumption to become valid in regions of lower intensities. In further review 

of recent papers101"104 it was found that forces were calculated at distances far from the 

electrode edges supporting its application in these regions.
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Figure 4-4 Results from electric field modeling of 
“trapped” position, then we would the DEP force with 3 colloids along electrode edge.

expect to see greater influence on the field due to the added regions of low dielectric 

constant. Future work in developing DEP flow sensors should entail quantifying these 

effects for given distances from the electrodes, applied fields, and colloid sizes.

4.3 Fluid Dynamics Modeling

In this section we will discuss both the modeling setup and results.

4.3.1 M odeling Setup

The geometry of our system

was represented by a rectangular duct

22 pm x 50 pm x 100 pm. Due to the

confined geometries of microfluidics

and the gradients in the velocity
Figure 4-5 4 pm sphere elevated 4 pm 
(center of colloid) off of the channel floor.

♦ No Colloid 
■ 3 Colloids
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profile characteristic of laminar flow, we examined the effects of colloid position within 

the channel. A 4 pm colloid was located at different positions from the channel wall to 

investigate how the drag force changes in the velocity profile. The laminar flow profile 

intuitively tells us that there will be a difference between the drag near the wall where 

velocities are low and the centerline of the channel where the maximum velocity is 

located.

4.3.2 Fluid M odeling Results

Figure 4-6 shows the parabolic nature of laminar flow expected in the drag force 

curve. The red line indicates the Stokes’ drag associated with a maximum velocity, the 

CFD model indicates the drag forces to be greater than Stokes. To understand this we

consider the
Wall Effects on Drag Force
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Figure 4-6 Wall effects on drag forces comparing CFD results 
versus calculations with a mass averaged velocity in Stokes.

assumptions and 

conditions of each of 

the two predictive 

methods. The CFD 

program only 

requires classical 

assumptions such as 

a no-slip boundary 

condition and
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Newtonian fluid properties. The Stokes’ equation assumes a flat velocity profile in free- 

stream flow. Neither of these is true of our system as the stream is clearly confined and 

the parabolic nature of laminar flow profiles. The center of the parabolic profile could be 

considered relatively flat over the size of our colloid; however, the small gradient in the 

center stream velocities would not lead to a large difference in the Stokes’ calculation. 

Thus we conclude that the confining geometry is having a considerable effect. Stokes’ 

law is based on a particle falling through a liquid, an infinite medium, essentially 

allowing the fluid to expand around the dragging object. Within our confined 

geometries, this is not possible as the flow is tightly constricted compared to the size of 

the colloid. This constriction increases the shear forces acting on the colloid as the fluid 

is pushed passed, thus increasing the total amount of drag on the colloid.

4.4 Positive DEP Experiments

Our first sensor was designed to generate a wide range of flow rates in an array of 

channels. Flow rates were controlled by varying the lengths of high resistance channels 

with dimensions of 22 pm by 50 pm. Figure 4-7 is an image taken from the photo-mask 

design in AutoCad 2002 of the first geometry. The channels are numbered 1-6 starting 

from the bottom channel. Channel 1 has the longest section of high resistance (small 

width) channel and thus has a correspondingly slow velocity. Channel 6 has a very short 

section of high resistance and has a high flow rate. The exact relationships between the
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respective flows in these channels are summarized in Table 4-1. The flow rates were 

determined using the resistance within the channels given by

with L being the length of a channel having a height h and width w. It was assumed that 

the same pressure drop was applied across all of the six channels, and that the entire 

pressure drop occurred through the thin channel length L. Flow in each channel is 

compared to the total inlet flow rate indicating the fraction of the flow that passes through 

each channel.

Figure 4-7 6 Channel mask. Scale bar = 3000 pm.

Table 4-1 Flow fractions in 6-channel geometry.

Channel
number

Length of high 
resistance section

Percentage of 
overall flow

6 1000 47%
5 2000 23%
4 4000 12%
3 6000 8%
2 8000 6%
1 10000 5%
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Positive DEP was first

used within our systems to

utilize dielectrophoretic motion Electrode

of colloids because it holds

some specific advantages over 

negative DEP. Large field 

gradients exist at the electrode 

edges inducing strong DEP 

forces on the colloid. Secondly 

our power supply had a limited 

range of frequencies available 

and operating in the positive 

DEP realm for our system 

provides greater flexibility for 

our experiments. The final step 

in the fabrication process is 

alignment of a pair of co-planar 

electrodes where they are 

aligned across the high 

resistance (small width) sections

Fluorescent 
colloids 
trapped by 
positive 
DEP

Figure 4-8 Six channel geometry exhibiting 
trapping in channels 1 through 5.
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of the channels allowing the same field to be applied to all of the channels 

simultaneously. When applying a specific field, we expect equal DEP forces in all 

channels; however, due to the varying flow rates, the drag forces will vary in each stream. 

If the DEP forces are greater than the drag, then the colloid will be trapped. If the DEP 

force is less than the drag force, then the colloids will pass by the electrodes and no 

trapping will be observed. By recording which channels exhibit trapping one can 

estimate the flow to be somewhere in between two flow rates. Here we demonstrate that 

this mechanism can be used to differentiate flows and has the potential to be developed to 

higher sensitivities. The following is a description of an experiment confirming the 

merits of our approach.

Once the device was fabricated a syringe pump administered a 4  pm fluorescent 

PS colloid dispersion at a flow rate of 600 pL/hr. Applying a field at 150 Hz the voltage 

was slowly increased waiting for observation of DEP and finally trapping. From zero 

applied potential up to 10 Vpp there was little effect observed on colloid behavior within 

the flow. Above 10 Vpp colloids were accelerated at the electrode edges with respect to 

the bulk fluid, indicating that the electric field was inducing an AC EOF. More rapid 

movements were observed up to voltages of 20 Vpp, where a particle was “trapped’ 

along the edge of the electrode in the slowest flowing channel. As the potential was 

further increased more colloids were trapped within channel 1, until at 27 Vpp trapping 

was observed in channels 1 and 2. Increasing voltage further, we began to observe
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trapping in channels 3 and 4 at 29 Vpp. At our maximum available potential of 40 Vpp 

we did not observe trapping within channels 5 or 6.

The flow rate on the pump was then slowly reduced to obtain a drag force equal to 

the DEP in either of these channels. Trapping was finally observed in channel 5 at a local 

flow rate of 56 p.L/hr. A collection of six images in Figure 4-8 were captured at this 

point and demonstrate the trapping of colloids in channels 1 through 5.

Although our first ™

design had a large range of 

flow rates, we wanted to 

create a sensor design with a 

linear step increase in flow 

between the streams to 

increase sensitivity. Reducing 

the range of flow rates and 

using a linear step in flows, 

provided smaller gaps in flow 

conditions, tightening our 

range of sensing. We used 10 

channels in this design with 

the high resistance sections

Electrodes

500 pm
1

x

Figure 4-9 Trapping of fluorescent colloids in 10 
channel geometry.
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having cross-sectional areas of 1250 [im (25 x 50). The same characteristic behavior was 

observed with DEP forces being balanced by low drag forces, while at higher flows, drag 

overcame DEP. Figure 4-9 demonstrates this design where similar trapping behavior is 

observed.

4.5 Comparison o f  CFD and Electric Field Modeling

Here we will discuss how the modeling from both Field Precision and CFD ACE+ 

can be incorporated into the operation of our sensor.

4.5.1 Representing Drag Forces in Our Sensor

We used our CFD modeling results to visualize the flow profiles in each of the 

sensor streams. Tracer particle velocities from experiment were used as average 

velocities in the

channels and the Focres vs- Position in Channel

respective drag force 

profiles were 

developed. Figure 

4-10 shows the drag 

force profiles for each 

channel.

0.0

urd y  m vridnnei x  
Drag in Channel 2 

Channel 3 
Channel 4 
Channel 5 
Channel 6 
Channel 7 
Channel 8 
Channel 9 
Channel 10

10
Position in Channel (nm)

Figure 4-10 Drag force profiles for each channel in 10 
channel sensor.
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4.5.2 Trapping Forces Compared

Combining our modeling results from the electric field and utilizing CFD to 

predict drag force profiles from velocity measurements, we will show the defined point 

where the dominating force on the colloids switches from DEP (trapping) to drag (no 

trapping). Figure 4-11 allows us to closely examine the forces on colloids for a given 

DEP curve (generated at 150 Hz and 20 Vpp) and the drag forces as a function of 

position as well as channel number. Many of the low flow rate channels are dominated 

by DEP forces throughout the entire channel width. As we observe channels with higher 

drag forces we find that at times the drag in the center of the channel is greater than the

F ocres v s . P osition  in C hannel
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Z 15.0 H n.
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Position in Channel (nm)
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Drag in Channel 2 
Drag in Channel 3 
Drag in Channel 4 
Drag in Channel 5 
Drag in Channel 6 
Drag in Channel 7 
Drag in Channel 8 
Drag in Channel 9 
Drag in Channel 10 
DEP Force 
Power (DEP Force)
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Figure 4-11 DEP force curve plotted vs. drag force profiles in each stream of the 10- 
channel sensor.
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DEP force. This indicates that as colloids approach the sensing region their position 

dictates if DEP forces will be great enough to trap them. For colloids close to the 

electrode surface, the DEP forces will still dominate resulting in trapping.

We can consider a trapping distance from the wall where a colloid will pass by if 

beyond this distance or be trapped if within this distance. As drag forces increase moving 

to faster channels, we find that the trapping distance decreases. At some velocity the 

trapping distance will move over a threshold where colloids will no longer be trapped. 

This critical trapping distance determines where on the on the DEP force curve we can 

estimate a balance with drag.

Determining the exact value of a critical trapping distance could not be 

completed; however, we were able to develop a range of distances that provide a 

minimum and maximum value. We found this range to be from 3 to 3.5 pm 

corresponding to a range in force from 8.2 to 10.2 pN. Balancing these forces with drag 

forces results in estimated flow rates between 166 pm/s to 205 pm/s. Although these 

velocities could not be compared to calculated rates from the syringe pump settings, we 

did measure local particle velocities by stopwatch in one experiment. In this experiment, 

our actual measured flows were 129 pm/s in channel 7 and 189 pm/s in channel 8. By 

taking the average of these values we show only 17% error, well within the error 

associated with our measurement of local velocities.
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4.6 A Study of AC EOF

In order to examine how significant the effects of AC EOF may be within our 

geometries, we applied an AC field in a quiescent channel. The voltage was fixed at 10 

Vpp and the frequency of the electric field was varied to examine different effects. At 

extremely low frequencies (10-30 Hz), the colloids moved rapidly back and forth in a 

linear path parallel with the field when viewed from above. This movement was 

associated with electrophoresis of the colloids due to the ionic surface charge. As the 

frequency was increased, the length of the translation was reduced and the rate increased 

correspondingly. At 30 Hz these effects were not observable through the microscope 

under 20x magnification as the path length had been reduced to a negligible distance.

As the electrophoresis effects were being reduced, the colloids began to act as tracer 

particles revealing recirculating flow patterns created by AC EOF.

The exact mechanism by which AC EOF creates bulk flow is not well understood 

although the mechanism is expected to be similar to EOF (in an applied DC field). Under 

a DC field the double layer ions react with the field and begin translating by 

electrophoresis. This movement of ions is then transferred into the bulk generating plug

like flow with a relatively flat velocity profile. When an AC field is applied, a tangential 

electric field (larger for co-planar electrodes, all other things being equal) is developed at 

the electrode-electrolyte double layer104. This field is assumed to have a similar effect as 

when a DC field is applied tangentially. Under an AC field both the double layer charge 

and the field are time varying, yet steady fluid motion results.
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Within our quiescent geometries we observed colloid movement in a rotating 

pattern at the electrode edges and the formation of strings of pearls between the 

electrodes. Observations of colloid movement in a loop, rising and falling out of the 

plane of focus led to proposed flow patterns illustrated by the schematic in Figure 4-12. 

By setting the focal plane to 

the height of the electrodes 

we noticed colloids would 

move more quickly (up to 

100 pm/s) away form the 

electrode edge, then when 

returning would be moving 

more slowly and would be 

out of the focal plane.

These two factors helped in 

developing an understanding 

of the 3-D flow pattern. Formation of long strings of colloids in regions between the 

electrodes are referred to as pearl strings in the literature105 and are indicative of particles 

aligning in an AC field

The motion of colloids under low frequency fields (30-150 Hz) that we observed 

is in agreement with trends in the literature. AC EOF dominates at low frequencies as 

these conditions are most similar to DC fields, and then decreases as the frequency is

Side View of 
Microfluidic Channel

Colloidal "Pearl Chains"

Recirculation
Flow

X z
AC EOF Generated at 

Electrode Surface

Figure 4-12 Schematic of AC EOF flow patterns.
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increased. The point at which AC EOF will be reduced to have negligible effects on 

colloids is dependent on geometry, field strengths, ionic strength or double layer 

thickness, and particle size. Castellanos et a/.104 compare the forces on colloids, showing 

that AC EOF will dominate in our system at a frequency of 1 kHz and should subside by 

1 GHz. To determine if AC EOF had been reduced under the negative DEP experimental 

conditions we applied our maximum frequency of 200 kHz. We observed colloids 

pushed away from the electrodes, trapped at the top of the channel some distance from 

the electrode edges, an exhibition of negative DEP. The DEP behavior was expected 

under the high frequency; however, a more useful observation was the absence of flow. 

Suppression of EOF under high frequencies added to encouraging evidence that 

utilization of negative DEP trapping may be optimal for flow sensors.

4.7 Reversibility

The reversibility of the trapping process was investigated by turning the field off 

and observing the colloid behavior. While some colloids were released back into the 

flow, in nearly every case some of the trapped colloids remained at the surface. It 

appears that the colloids drawn to the surface were forced over the Coulombic repulsion 

barrier and retained by van der Waals forces. Placing the device in an ultrasonic cleaner 

added enough energy to eject them out of the energy minimum, indicating that the 

colloids were not chemically bound to the electrode surface.
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CHAPTER 5 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1 Conclusions

We demonstrated the concept of utilizing colloidal DEP to measure flow rates in 

microfluidic networks. Flow rates were varied between streams in a multi-channel 

sensor, and we clearly observed a cross-over point where drag forces became stronger 

than the applied DEP forces. With constant DEP forces in all channels and different drag 

in each channel, a clear transition was observed where DEP forces were dominated by 

drag forces. This cross over point gives a frame of reference for estimating the drag 

force and thus a corresponding flow rate.

5.1.1 High Frequencies and Negative DEP

Our studies revealed a rapid decay of the electric field gradient away from the 

electrode plane with large spikes at the electrode edges. This DEP curve was employed 

to predict drag forces at the critical trapping distance. Estimation of this distance was 

calculated for our experiments and resulted in a wide range of forces due to the rapid 

decay of the DEP forces. If however, we utilize negative DEP and trap colloids at the top 

of the channel (a low electric field intensity region), we move to the right on the DEP
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curve where the gradient in the force becom es very small. This vastly decreases the 

range o f forces associated with trapping, improving our estimation significantly.
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Figure 5-1 DEP force curve estimated by power series plotted vs. drag force profiles in 6 
individual streams.

In order to quantify this increase in sensitivity we can examine the DEP curve in 

Figure 5-1, for both cases. Under positive DEP we are trapping near the wall o f the 

electrodes, and showed in our discussion a range o f forces between 8.2 and 10.2 pN (3.5 

to 4  pm in height), resulting in predicted velocities from 166 pm Is  to 206 pm /s. Now , 

exam ining the case o f negative DEP the corresponding trapping forces near the top o f the 

channel (from 16 to 20 pm) is 1.4 to 1.2 pN. These forces predict velocities between 

25 pm /s and 29 pm/s. This results in a tenfold increase in sensitivity. Changing voltage
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will allow this DEP curve to be shifted, providing sensing capabilities at a wide range of 

flow rates.

An additional benefit of using high frequencies is the reduction of AC 

electroosmosis, which has been shown to be on the same order of magnitude as DEP at 

lower frequencies104. The exact mechanism of AC EOF has not been fully explained to 

date, but our experimental observation has proven its significant presence in our systems 

at low frequencies. Due to the dependence on voltage and our desire to change the DEP 

forces in-situ, simple measures such as employing high frequencies and large colloids can 

minimize AC EOF and provide greater sensitivity.

To confirm the utility of negative DEP in our systems, we completed an 

experiment to simply confirm trapping behavior. Reverting back to our simple design 

with wide channels, electrodes were aligned in the same fashion as previous experiments. 

Colloidal behavior was observed within a single channel by applying a field of 40 Vpp 

and a frequency of 200 kHz. The cross over frequency, where behavior switches from 

positive to negative DEP for latex colloids in water is 104 Hz. Therefore we expected to 

observe negative DEP provided the drag forces were not overwhelming.

Trapping was observed as soon as the field was applied with a flow rate of 100 

pL/hr. Negative DEP forces colloids to regions of low electric field, in our geometries 

this region is near the top of the channel. Adjusting the stage we translated the focal 

plane from the bottom of the channel at the electrode plane to the top of the channel 

confirming that the colloids were in fact trapped against the top. Turning the field off,
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colloids were released into the stream, while many remained at the original trapping 

location.

5.1.2 Electric Field Strength

Another tool we possess to alter the conditions of trapping is the applied electric 

field strength. The most compelling feature of field strength is our ability to change the 

voltage applied across the gap. The fabrication of electrodes also provides a control on 

the applied field by varying the gap on electrodes. Intricate electrode patterns could be 

employed to utilize different gap lengths creating a wide range of field intensities and 

corresponding DEP forces.

Another aspect of field strength that was not investigated was the electrode 

geometry. Complicated electrode geometries have been created to focus fields for

Colloids trapped by 
S '  negative DEP

' Fluid flow
k_:

X X
Electrodes

Figure 5-2 Experimental image demonstrating 
negative DEP.
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particle levitation65,103,106 and multiple electrodes have been spaced to control multiple 

field phases for particle translation107,108. Design of electrode configurations may lead to 

novel application and the use of DEP forces. Our designs utilized co-planar electrodes 

yet fabrication of parallel plate electrodes in microfluidic systems are becoming less 

cumbersome and offer some unique features that could expand DEP utilization.

5.2 Recommendations Related to DEP

In this section we present modifications to our methods and systems.

5,2.1 Colloid Size Dependence in DEP

The DEP force has a cubic dependence on the particle radius. Changing the 

colloid size within our sensor allows access to forces that are orders of magnitude from 

our current system. Below we show data from the 20 models varying the particle 

size to demonstrate the wide range of forces accessible by varying size. The 2-10 pm 

colloid range is the upper extent of sizes that have utility in microfluidics, but also 

produce correspondingly large DEP forces. It should be noted that when trying to use 

DEP for trapping of smaller colloids (below 1 pm), the effects of AC EOF become larger 

and cannot be neglected even at high electric field frequencies104.

Colloid size selection in future experiments may be a fine balance between the 

effects that are associated with each dimension. Small colloids ( < 1 pm) will have less 

of an effect on the electric field and may improve the DEP modeling accuracy, but AC
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EOF will be considerable, and the DEP force will be reduced. Large colloids (10 \xm) 

influence the electric field and could have considerable effects on DEP modeling, while 

offering large DEP forces and minimization of AC EOF. It appears that our choice of 4 

pm is very close to ideal if the DEP modeling can be improved.

DEP Force vs. Colloid Size
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Figure 5-3 Colloid size influences the DEP force.

5.2.2 Additional DEP M odeling Modules

Our method of estimating DEP forces utilized electric field modeling software, 

but did not incorporate DEP into the software. If considerable future work were to be 

proposed, research into purchase or development of modules that incorporate DEP force 

calculations into the final output files should prove very beneficial.
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5.2.3 Flow Measurement

The discrepancy introduced with our syringe pumping system voided all validity 

in calculated flow rates predicting flows two orders of magnitude greater than measured 

locally. In future experiments a system with more accurate control and measurement of 

flow rates is critical. A robust pumping method would allow increased refinement in the 

DEP modeling and would be required for increased sensitivity studies. Another method 

for producing a flow with high resolution in microfluidic networks is DC EOF. DC fields 

can be applied in one region generating large enough forces to maintain flow throughout 

the entire network3, and the DC field will not interact with the applied AC field in the 

sensing region. Naturally there are limits on the extent of the network for which this may 

be practical, but in simple geometries needed to study our sensors, this method should 

remain viable. One consideration to be taken into account for such a method is the flow 

profile associated with EOF. Santiago et al.55 investigated the divergence of EOF from 

ideal plug-flow and these velocity profiles, combined with Navier-Stokes analytical 

solution in CFD should result in a model that can be used in both EOF and pressure 

driven systems.

5.3 Recommendations for Related Work

The following recommendations relate to electric fields applied in pFns that do not 

rely entirely upon DEP.
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5.3.1 Electrophoretic Sensors

The initial emphasis behind this research was to develop a sensor utilizing 

effective surface charge on a colloid changing from negative to positive or vice versa in 

the presence of an analyte, resulting in colloid movement to an electrode of opposite 

charge by electrophoresis. This concept has amazing potential due to the availability of 

colloids with various functional groups designed to react with specific target analyte 

species. Complications in differentiating between EOF and electrophoresis limited 

progress in this pursuit; however, as methods are developed to reduce the surface charge 

on the walls, the potential of this idea may be fully realized.

5.3.2 Droplet Sensors

Another application where colloids and electric fields can be brought together in a 

sensing application on the microscale is through droplets. Droplets have emerged as a 

unique method of isolating fluids on the microscale, and colloid science can be used to 

describe their behavior. Droplets have been shown to effectively mix small aliquots of 

fluid109110, while also offering the advantage of isolation within a carrier fluid. The 

manipulation of droplets including the formation process, translation, cutting, and 

merging has been studied within microfluidic geometries. Droplets are formed by 

introducing two immiscible fluids in a manner where the right combination of surface 

tension and shearing forces cause the droplet to be formed.
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These immiscible fluids often have a large difference in their dielectric constants. 

By applying an electric field in a channel the capacitance can be monitored with a second 

set of electrodes. Capacitance reflects the extent of charge separations or polarizability of 

the solution induced by the field. When a droplet passes through the field, the 

capacitance will change briefly allowing a signal change to be reported.

This method could be used to monitor the rate of droplet formation, and 

depending on sensitivity could even be correlated to size especially with respect to plugs. 

A key characteristic of this sensor is that the carrier fluid has a low dielectric, and the 

droplets have a higher dielectric. An example system where this would be applicable is 

water droplets within a carrier fluid such as perfluorodecaline (PFD). This exact system 

has been used in droplet studies and offers interesting possibilities.

5.3.3 Mixing by Electric Field Application

In quiescent systems, recirculation flow patterns were established under low 

frequencies that could be used to mix isolated systems and study them for extended 

periods of time. Under conditions where the stream velocity was not too great, particles 

in an AC field were observed to rotate at a rapid rate near the electrode edge in an “egg- 

beater” motion. Although the mechanism of this motion is complex and involves DEP, 

AC EOF, drag forces, and rotation created by all of the previously listed forces as well as 

torque applied by the electric field, the motion of these colloids could be used to mix
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fluids. Similar variables to those used in our sensor could be correlated to the mixing of 

fluid, which has been a continuous challenge on the microscale.
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